Gobble Gobble
Supplies:
 Stamps: Gobble Gobble (papertrey ink)
 Ink: Early Espresso Classic ink, Pumpkin Pie Stampin’ Write marker
(Stampin’ Up!)
 Paper: Crumb Cake CS, Pumpkin Pie CS, Very Vanilla CS, Brights
Designer Series Paper Stack (Stampin’ Up!); Java CS (Bazzill)
 Accessories: bone folder, Stampin’ Dimensionals, paper snips, 1 ½”
Circle punch, Stamp-a-ma-jig (Stampin’ Up!); Red, Orange, Yellow
and Brown ⅝" Grosgrain/Dots ribbon, Brown Solid/Check ribbon
(May Arts); Tape Runner XL (thermo-web); Classic Scalloped Oval
Small Nestabilities dies (Spellbinders); Amber rhinestones, googlie
eyes (Dollar Store); Gobble Gobble die (papertrey ink); hot glue
(Martha Stewart); Tombow multi-purpose liquid glue (Tombow)

Dimensions:
 Crumb Cake CS: a 4 ¼” x 11” piece, a 1 ¾” x 5 ½” piece and a scrap piece
 Java CS: a 3 ¾” x 5” piece and a 3 ½” x 4 ¼” piece
 Pumpkin Pie CS: a 3 ⅝” x 4 ⅞” piece and a 2 ½” x 3” piece
 Pumpkin Pie DP: a 3 ½” x 4 ¾” piece
 Very Vanilla CS: a scrap piece
 Red Grosgrain/Dots ribbon: a 3” piece
 Orange Grosgrain/Dots ribbon: a 3” piece
 Yellow Grosgrain/Dots ribbon: two 3” pieces
 Brown Grosgrain/Dots ribbon: a 3” piece
 Brown Solid/Check ribbon: four 3” pieces

Directions:
1. Fold the 4 ¼" x 11" piece of Crumb Cake CS in half, with a bone folder, creating a 4 ¼" x 5 ½" card base.
2. Center and stick the 3 ½” x 4 ¾” piece of Pumpkin Pie DP to the 3 ⅝” x 4 ⅞” piece of Pumpkin Pie CS, using double
sided adhesive.
3. Center and stick the matted 3 ½” x 4 ¾” piece of Pumpkin Pie DP to the 3 ¾” x 5” piece of Java CS, using double sided
adhesive.
4. Center and stick the matted 3 ½” x 4 ¾” piece of Pumpkin Pie DP to the card base, using Stampin’ Dimensionals.
5. Stamp the greeting in the center of the 1 ¾” x 5 ½” piece of Crumb Cake CS, using Early Espresso Classic ink.
6. Cut a fishtail on each end of the 1 ¾” x 5 ½” piece of Crumb Cake CS, using paper snips.
7. Fold the greeting flag, as shown in the video, using a bone folder
8. Die cut and emboss a scalloped oval from the 3 ½” x 4 ¼” piece of Java CS, using the largest die in the Classic
Scalloped Oval Small Nestabilities dies and the Grand Calibur.
9. Die cut and emboss a scalloped oval from the 2 ½” x 3” piece of Pumpkin Pie CS, using the second largest die in the
Classic Scalloped Oval Small Nestabilities dies and the Grand Calibur.
10. Center and stick the Pumpkin Pie CS scalloped oval to the Java CS scalloped oval, using Stampin’ Dimensionals.
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11. Center and stick the matted Pumpkin Pie CS scalloped oval to the card, using Stampin’ Dimensionals.
12. Stick the greeting flag to the card, overlapping the bottom of the scalloped ovals, using Stampin’ Dimensionals.
13. Die cut the body of the turkey from a scrap piece of Very Vanilla CS, using the Gobble Gobble die and the Grand
Calibur.
14. Stamp the turkey image onto the die cut turkey body, using Early Espresso Classic ink and a Stamp-a-ma-jig if
necessary.
15. Punch out a circle from the scrap piece of Crumb Cake CS, using a 1 ½” Circle punch.
16. Fold the 3” piece of Brown Grosgrain/Dots ribbon in half, creating a loop. Stick the ribbon loop to the top of the
Crumb Cake CS circle, using hot glue.
17. Fold each of the remaining 3” pieces of Grosgrain/Dots ribbon in half and stick them to the Crumb Cake CS circle, as
shown in the video, using hot glue. You want to align the ribbons so that the two yellow pieces are directly across
from each other.
18. Fold each of the 3” pieces of Solid/Check ribbon in half and stick them to the Crumb Cake CS circle, in between the
Grosgrain/Dots ribbon, using hot glue.
19. Trim off any of the extra CS from the bottom of the Crumb Cake CS circle, using paper snips. This will now be the
turkey’s tail feathers.
20. Stick the stamped turkey body to the tail feathers, hiding any of the ribbon ends, using Stampin’ Dimensionals.
21. Color in the beak of the turkey, using a Pumpkin Pie Stampin’ Write marker.
22. Stick two small googlie eyes on the turkey, using Tombow multi-purpose liquid glue.
23. Stick the turkey embellishment to the card, so that the turkey’s feet are slightly overhanging the greeting flag, using
Stampin’ Dimensionals. You’re done!
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